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XAMOnline.com. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 440 pages. Dimensions: 10.9in. x
8.2in. x 1.2in.With a brand new layout that includes additional vocabulary call out boxes and
embedded test questions with full answer rationales, this study guide is the key to certification
success. It covers the major categories of English Language Arts; Mathematics; Science and
Technology; Social Studies; Fine Arts; Health and Fitness; and Family and Consumer Science and
Career Development. Aligned to current New York standards, this comprehensive guide provides an
in-depth yet concise review of everything from phonemic awareness to the properties of geometric
figures. Practice for the real exam with 90 multiple-choice questions and a constructed response
sample. Included in this book is access to ouronlineIntelliGuide- no CD needed!XAMonlines
IntelliGuide is a new cutting-edge technology product that will redefine how students and
professionals use eBooks and prepare for their exams. IntelliGuide is an online platform that
transforms the traditional eBook experience from simply reading a static PDF to interacting with an
enhanced study guide and test practice session using innovative tools such as printable
eStickynotes, highlighter capability, pre-made or user-generated eFlashcards, and timed, scored,
and hyperlinked practice tests. Dedicated to providing teachers with the resources they need to...
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Comprehensive guideline! Its such a good read through. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading a composed book.
-- Lonzo Wilderman-- Lonzo Wilderman

Complete manual! Its this type of excellent study. This can be for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your daily life span will probably be
enhance when you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Lottie Murazik Sr.-- Lottie Murazik Sr.
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